Do you agree we need to make it safer and easier for children to walk and ride a bicycle to school?
Australian children are less likely to walk or ride a bicycle to school than children from most other OECD countries.
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To make streets easier to cross, are you willing to consider the following:
Select all that apply

More crossing facilities, e.g. raised crossings ("wombat crossings")
Reducing traffic speeds in built-up areas
Reducing car traffic volumes
Other:

Hard to have more crossings as they have strict criteria to comply with Have been asked and
explained many times How do you reduce traffic volumes you need re-education for a lot of residents

To protect neighbourhoods from "rat running" do you support low car traffic neighbourhoods?
Low traffic neighbourhoods prevent rat running by only allowing local traffic and encouraging walking and cycling. Photo source:
Mark Sutton, cycling industry news.
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In order to make it safer for children to walk to school, do you support 30 km/h limits in
neighbourhoods?
International best practice is 30km/h for local streets. Read more about the benefits of 30km/h streets and myth busting
https://theconversation.com/busted-5-myths-about-30km-h-speed-limits-in-australia-160547
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Trees provide shade and improve the walking environment, do you support increasing tree canopy
over walkways?
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What are your thoughts about improving walkability in our LGA?
You really need to educate people as they are always in a rish my children walked to school but I hate to say it
todays children seem to have no time ir energy

Please specify any council motions that you supported or proposed to make walking better in our LGA
(please provide a description, date and/or motion number).
Making walking better or safer is much easier in a new area than an area that was built at tge turn of the Century
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